The FSTU calculations in the paper 1 were carried out using the reflect-and-hop-back treatment for frustrated hops, which is denoted 2 ͑-,-͒, rather than ͑as incorrectly stated͒ by ignoring frustrated hops, which is denoted ͑ϩ,ϩ͒. This affects only those frustrated hops that could not be fixed by nonlocal hopping. The TFS calculations were carried out as reported, i.e., using the ͑ϩ,ϩ͒ method. Presented here are the corrected tables. Table I includes additional rows that show the TFS ͑-,-͒ and FSTU ͑-,-͒ results for comparison. The ͑ϩ,ϩ͒ method does better for the final vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, and the ͑-,-͒ method does better for F R , which agrees with our previous 2 observation. Table II also contains an error: The F R and P N column labels are interchanged.
show the TFS ͑-,-͒ and FSTU ͑-,-͒ results for comparison. The ͑ϩ,ϩ͒ method does better for the final vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, and the ͑-,-͒ method does better for F R , which agrees with our previous 2 observation. Table II also contains an error: The F R and P N column labels are interchanged.
The overall conclusions of the paper are not changed. 
